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CitiFX Prime expands capabilities
CitiFX Prime's post-trade reporting and portfolio management tool, CitiFX Click, has a number
of new features. Its' Allocations functionality has been released and clients now have a very
flexible, intuitive means of automatically allocating and rolling trades as they arrive. Targeted
at option users, its' Analytics functionality uses Click’s intuitive dynamic filtering and delivers
an array of pricing and risk-management measures with a high degree of flexibility around
parameter-setting and market data.

Real-time margining has always been available in Click, but recently Citi added the monitoring
of NOP and DSL limits in real time with alert functionality for all credit events. CitiFX MD and
Head of FX Prime Brokerage Andrew Coyne says: "Citi is committed to creating value for its
clients through continual investment in client-facing technology."

About CitiFX Prime
Capitalizing on our global footprint, as well as our cutting-edge modular technology, CitiFX
allows clients to access a full range of FX products on a multiple choice of venues. CitiFX
Prime take pride in its ability to clearly understand our clients’ needs and to deliver the
execute innovative solutions they require for today’s changing market.
About CitiFX Click
Since its launch, CitiFX Click has quickly become the market leader in post-trade reporting.
Clients can easily view portfolio and trade information for spot, forward and swaps, vanilla and
exotic options, NDFs and added FX Futures. CitiFX Click continues to innovate with new
functionality, delivering instantaneous trade and portfolio information and powerful post-trade
tools.

About Citi
Citi, the leading global financial services company, has approximately 200 million customer
accounts and does business in more than 160 countries and jurisdictions. Through Citicorp
and Citi Holdings, Citi provides consumers, corporations, governments and institutions with a
broad range of financial products and services, including consumer banking and credit,
corporate and investment banking, securities brokerage, transaction services, and wealth
management. Additional information may be found at www.citigroup.com or www.citi.com.
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